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LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
Warning - This Publication
may contain some TRUTH

A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2537 171 West Tamar H’way Trevallyn Hare: Sheila

Run Report:
Well; some hashers must have psychic abilities or perhaps they were
tracking the Tasmanian 3rd wave betting odds or perhaps they were just lucky but they chose to not only desert
this weeks run but the entire state. The Run itself was the mundane down the road, across the traffic lights, down
to the Shit Works, back to a Tailrace Park check. By now the pack was down to three diehards and with a large area to search the trail directions at the BBQ bin were overlooked and the discovery of the remaining trail along the
river track fell painfully short by only a few metres. Having inside info Bugsy was on the final leg hovering around
the On Home waiting for photo opportunities that did not eventuate. The final wrap up still amounted to nearly
5km at a bit over an hour.
The Remainder
With some Hashers deserting, a few in quarantine, some post infectious and some still unexposed virgins it is inevitable by means of the population ratio that some dirty, filthy, leper would be lurking in the fold harbouring the
highly infectious strain. The host tonight was not only hosting the run and On On, he was unknowingly hosting the
viral predator, however one may suspect it’s probably not the first time it’s visited LH3. Luckily there is a low turnout and the area is comfy warm with spacious seating for all. Host, Sheila, also catered (self service) with crispy
crackles roast loin pork in fresh bread rolls; help yourself to the Petri Dish of apple or bbq sauces.
With a low turn out ……….. that’s sparked a reminder ………. for those that are not aware we are trialling a new
committee model to cover those on leave and prune dead wood resulting in;- Hash Cash - 2Bob, Hash Monk and
Spiritual Advisor - 2Bob, Acting JM - 2Bob, Trail Master - 2Bob, Acting GM - 2Bob, Hash Lip - 2Bob, Thumbs keeps
the Hash Horn and Bugsy retains the Web Wanker position. These changes have been introduced to strengthen
both the financial position and the characteristic spirit of the clubs culture. The rejuvenated committee is featuring to manifest its attitudes and aspirations for the fulfilment of the expectations of the remaining rank and file.

ON On:
Back to the OnOn - With the low turn out the chances of winning 2Bob’s salubrious raffle increases. Sheila’s ticket is drawn for a bag of Allen’s party mix, Thumbs once again picking up a six pack of XXXX
only one sculls for Tonight Sheila te Hare and sure to be another skull whe he returns for been the super
Covid spreader LH3 has been following hygiene protocols from the onset, single use sculling mugs being
one of these, but some Hashers have inherent super powers - One Hump has a unique ability, a self protective mechanism against all airborne viruses - when he talks he doesn’t draw breath - and he doesn’t
stop talking, perfect defence in full on mode tonight!! Sheila has been successful in sharing his bout of
Covid with Delly, Elaine Louse and Bugsys. Launceston Pathology are going to bring their petri dish culture
down to Sheilas shed as its apparently at the right temperature to incubate all sorts of diseases.

The 2022 Committee The Frugal committee that is tighter than a ducks arse
GM: ScaryJM: Fingers, Hash Cash: Rickshaw, Monk: Two BobTrail Master: Loggy , Horn: Thumbs , Lip: Rainbow, Scribe: Run
report is now done each week by the Hare, Web Wanker: Bugsy,

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 2nd August 26 Morley Rd Trevallyn Hare Tyles

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 4th August St Leonards Hotel Hare Footloose
Joke of the Week
A man has three different women he is dating at the same time. He has decided he wants to marry one of them;
however, he is confused about which one is the best choice for him.

To help him choose which one to marry, he decides to give the three women a test. For the test, he gives each of
the women $5000 and sits back to see what each of them will do with the money.
The first woman takes the money and goes to a fancy beauty salon to have a total makeover. At the salon, she gets
her hair done and gets her face made up. Then she goes to a store where she purchases several new outfits.

She dresses up and looks very pretty for the man. She tells him that she has done all these because she loves him
and wants to be more attractive to him. The man found this impressive.
The second woman goes shopping for gifts for the man. She buys him a new set of golf clubs, some new gizmos for
the computer and expensive clothes.

She presents all the gifts she bought to the man and tells him that she has spent all the money he gave her on him
because of her excessive love for him. Once again, the man is impressed.

The third woman takes the money and invests it in the stock market. She earns multiple times the original $5000.
She returns $5000 to the man and decides to reinvest what is left into a joint account.

She informs the man of her plans to save for their future because she loves him so much. The man is more than
impressed as expected.
After being impressed by each of the three women, the man thinks deeply about what each woman had done. He
particularly thought about what the third woman had done with the money.

He eventually made up his mind and got married to the woman who had the biggest breasts.

"LoonR Hash, 12th August
The plan is to gather from 4pm at 4 Brewer St, Lulworth. The dinner is pay for your own at
the Golf Club at Tam O Shanter , alacarte , full moon howling around the camp fire at
night.

Beds available indoors by booking with Tight Spot, vans welcome at Scary's or Sheila's,
most staying Saturday night as well. A walk, of varying lengths on Saturday afternoon.

Lunch/dinner Saturday provided
Please bring a plate of nibbles to share over the weekend

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
I would not have
come to Hash if I
knew I had Covid

Neither would
Bugsy or Delly

